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QB Question

Orlando Parkour club

Calabrese and Godfrey vie for start
in Saturday's game -SEESPORTS,A6

strives to become a part
of UCF-sEE VARIETY,AS

Crime

MAN HAS GONE
OVERTOTHE

DARKSIDE

Teaching
from
Class format is 'Skype on steroids' ,_..-,--

Ferndale police are seeking aman

ADOLFO CEBALLOS

who wore a plastic Darth Vader mask
before pulling abutcher knife and

Contributing Writer

robbing aconvenience store.
Authorities said the holdup
happened about 1:35 p.m. Monday
at the Get &Go store in the Detroit
suburb north-northwest of Detroit
Police said the man fled after
demanding all the cash from the
ister.

Two UCF professors
are talcing their courses to
a whole new level this
semester - better yet,
make that a whole new
continent.
On Nov. 11, humanities
professor Bruce Janz and
anthropology professor
Rosalyn Howard will leave
for South Africa, where
Janz will teach the remain-

Messages

Movement art

der of his African Human- series of 90-minute live
ities course and Howard · webcasts using wireless
will teach the remainder cameras to feed video to a
of her African Societies video mixer. This will
and Cultures course.
allow the professors to
"It's Skype on steroids," introduce the video clips,
Janz said of how they plan . slides and ·other media to
to teach their courses. 'We the students via satellite.
can have B-roll material,
The trip will begin in
we can have PowerPoints Johannesburg and continand slides, and we can edit ue on through Swaziland,
that in seamlessly in a live Durban, Grahamstown
and then end in Capetown.
broadcast."
The overseas portion
will be taught through a
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A4

ADOLFO CEBALLOS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bruce Janz, chair of UCF's Department of Philosophy, points to where he traveled in
Africa. Janz will teach his African Humanities course over live stream from Africa.

China smiles

SGAlooks

for more
student
'followers'
SGA uses social media initiative
MICHAEL SALERNO
Contributing Writer

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword

COURTESYTOMAS VALLADARES

UCF graduate Tomas Valladares helps spread smiles among some children during his most recent trip to China.

UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

UCF ARENA TO HOST
BACK 2SCHOOL
SPLASH
On Sept.17-19, the UCF Arena will
be hosting the Back 2School
Splash, whicn incorporates Central
Florida's on~ mobile water park.
Open 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., the event
is for both students and locals.

•

Olll

UCF grad

continues
ChinaVine
• •
m1ss1on

This fall, the Student Government Association wants to gain more followers, but not
necessarily in person.
SGA announced plans to increase its presence on social networking websites, such as
Twitter and Facebook, as a way to keep students actively engaged in the opportunities it
offers.
SGA President Michael Kilbride said he
thinks it's a great way for students to follow
what SGA is doing.
Toe push kicked off with Kilbride (@UCFSGA_Pres) and Vice President Taylor
Lochrane (@UCFSGA_VP) establishing personalized Twitter accounts to provide the
UCF community with updates on important
events within SGA
"Through their personal accounts, the
president and vice president update students
daily on what they're working on, event~ they
are attending and anything else that pertains
to the student body," said Kayla Torpey, public relations specialist for SGA
Both Kilbride and Lochrane have used
PLEASESEE
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LOCAL &STATE, A2

SEA BURIAL BOTCHED
AS MAN'S BODY
RESURFACES
Authorities suspected foul play
when the body of a North
Carolina man surfaced near a
South Flo~da beach. Turns out 48year-old Scott Lasky died from
Lou Gehrig's Disease on Sept. 8.

Contributing Writer

Overseas, a couple of
continents away, students
from UCF are working on
preserving various art forms
in China.
The program, ChinaVme,
which was started in 2007,
allows students to spend
time in rural villages captur-

ing the essence of China's
past and teaching children
and adults about the culture
that China's emerging economy is threatening to forget
about.
The question is: Why
should folk art in China be
preserved and how is it
being threatened? China's
booming
economy
is
encouraging people to leave

;

SGA ONA3

rural villages and migrate to
cities ·where urbanization is
occurring.
As people leave their
homes and become up-todate with new technology
and new jobs, people are
forgetting about folk art,
which is considered a direct
link to China's national spirPLEASE SEE PR()GRAM ON A5
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SOUTH FLA. CITIES TO
GETHYBRID
GARBAGE TRUCKS

•

•
•

•

Miami-Dade County and two
South Florida cities will be among
the first to use hybrid powered
garbage trucks.The Autocar B will
use up to 50 percent less fuel than
traditional garbage trucks.

Part 1 in a series
EMREKELLY
Editor-in-Chief
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Homecoming at UCF has
always been an attempt at bringing together students from all
walks of life. This year, UCF
wants to instill a sense of tradition into the student body.
As
Homecoming
2010
approaches for UCF students,
the Future will be providing a
multi-faceted approach to its
coverage.
On top of covering the events

of homecoming itself: the Future
will be writing pieces centered
on the history, traditions and
impact that UCF has had on the
Orlando community and, by
extension, the nation.
What began as farmland in
1963 has transformed into a university that has, since then,
become a superpower of scientific research.and progressive education.
Toe Future wants you - the
current students who are most
impacted by this - to understand your school's incredible

history and limitless potential.
Beginning on Sept. 23, the
Future will be publishing a multipart series on the history of UCF.
You are encouraged to read the
articles and gain a new image of
UCFs history through the photos
that will be included.
While homecoming is a time
filled with exciting and memorable events, the Future wants to
keep a strong focus on the background while recognizing what
lies in the foregroWld
The aperture is open; the
overall experience should take
hold
PlQsE SEE OUR III AS
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Arena to host mobile water
park for back to school event
The water park will be
open from Friday to Sunday and will be $12 for the
general public or $8 with a
UCFID.
The Arena will also be
showing movies on Friday
and Saturday nights beginning at 8 p.m. immediately
after the water park closes.

Tire Student Newspaper at UCF sina 1968

September 16, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 56 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ Flotida Future is the independent. studentwritten newspaper at the Univmity of f.efltral Florida.
Opinions in the Furute are those of the individual
columnist and not necessanlythose ofthe editorial staff
or the Universityadministratiolt All content is property
ofthe Central flol1do Futute and may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without ~ission from the publisher.

S. Goldman public lecture
discusses measurements
The S. Goldman public
lecture, held in the Nicholson School of Communication, will cover the ideas
behind the universe and
its boundaries.
The lecture will focus
on and ask questions
about measurements and
possible edges of the universe.
Frank Farris, an MIT
graduate and mathematician, will be presenting the
lecture. He currently
works at Santa Clara University.
The lecture will be held
in Room 101 of the Nicholson School of Communication. It will take place
Thursday at 4:25 p.m.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Body meant for sea burial
resurfaces on Fla. beach
FORT LAUDERDALE
- A fisherman spotted the
body about four miles offshore in Fort Lauderdale on
Saturday.
Sheriff's deputies solved
the mystery after finding
Lasky's obituary. Authorities said his family placed
his body on dry ice, loaded
him in a van and drove
from Hickory, N.C., to Florida to honor his dying wish.
Relatives boarded a boat
and bid Lasky what they
thought was their final
goodbye until his body
resurfaced Sea burials are
legal but certain rules must
be followed

Hybrid ~arbage trucks gain
ground msouth Fla.
HIALEAH - Officials
from the Environmental
Protection Agency joined
local officials Wednesday
in presenting the fully
hybrid-powered recycle
trucks. '
Officials say the Autocar
E3 lowers carbon emissions
up to 38 tons per year and
can save up to 50 percent a
year on gas.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Students, grads flock to Union during grad fair
MEISHA PERRIN

Sports Editors

fair broke a record of more
than 1,000 students, and this
grad fair, and he was eager year's fair was expected to
Payal Trivedi graduated and interested to see what it exceed that number, accordfrom UCF as an elementary entailed
·
ing to LeGoullon.
education major in the
According to the Census
Some new participants to
spring.
Bureau, people who earn a table at this year's fair, aside
Concerned about the master's degree are expected from the colleges, included
modest teacher's salary - an to earn $400,000 more over off-campus apartments, the
average of$39,000 a year for a the course of their lives than Recreation and Wellness
teacher in Orlando according those who stop at a bache- Center, and the International
to Simply Hired - Trivedi lor's degree.
Service Center - each of
was ~teful to receive an eThose who earn a doctor- them invited to promote
mail from the Alumni Asso- ate could earn $1.3 million their facilities.
ciation about the grad fair more than they would with a
"It gets bigger and better
that took place on Monday.
bachelor's
degree
and every year," LeGoullon said.
She was not the only stu- $900,000 more than those '½nd having the apartments
dent burdened by the reces- with a master's.
here is good for those who
sion and worried about being
The educational attain- are interested in grad school
able to survive on just a bach- ment in Florida as of the 2008 and need somewhere to live."
elor's degree pay check who American Community SurThe busiest tables were
decided to attend the grad vey from the U.S. Census the financial aid, business
fair.
Bureau showed that about 7.5 administration and graduate
At any given timJ, about percent
the population of fellowship tables, where stu150 students explorecilthe fair . 18- to 247year-olds have a dents asked about the fundin the Pegasus Ballroom, bachelor'~ degree or higher ing available to them as gradhosted by more than -80 pro- and about 9 percent of those uate students.
grams from the some 200 older than 25 have a graduate
Fellowships, assistantmaster's, doctorate, specialist or professional degree.
ships and tuition remission
and certificate programs
Meanwhile, 10 percent of are available for graduate stuoffered at UCF.
Orange county's 107,000 resi- dents provided they are
Nico Marasigan, a 20- . dents between the age of 18 enrolled full time in a degree
year-old graphic design and 24 have a bachelor's program.
major, attended the grad fair degree or higher, and 9.6 of
The College of Nursing
to look for opportunities for the near 700,000 who are was the only UCF college
higher education.
older than 25 went beyond a that was not in attendance.
Marasigan was hoping to bachelor's degree.
expand his knowledge on
College of Graduate Studwhat he could do with his ies admissions counselor and
graphic design degree and organizer of the grad
whether he should continue fair
Chris
his education after attaining a LeGoulbachelor's though he
noted that there was no graduate college devoted specifi- Ion
cally to his major.
has noted a
"My teachers tell me that definite increase
the field is very competitive." in the pool of
he said. "Eve!} though there inquiry in the
are only a few people within past four years.
the major, it's still hard to get
Last year, the
Contributing Writer

into."

It was Marasigan's first

01

•
•
•
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an article. that will be published
this fall
Ifyou feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail us at
News.CFF@gmailcom.

Brandi Broxson x213
Katie Kustura x213

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:Partly
cloudy skies. Astray

PARTLY
CLOUDY

High:90°
Low:74°

afternoon thunderstorm is possible. Winds Eat 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight: Afew clouds, Chance of a
shower or thunderstorm through
the evening.

$

&

Friday

High:89°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:73°

Saturday

High:88°
Low:73°

PARTLY CLOUDY

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from ourofficewith
prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
is a aime. lfiolators may be subject to civil
and aiminal proseartion and/or
University discipline.
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Dancing to promote breast cancer awaren~
ASHLEY SI KAND
Contributing Writer

'Weare
extremely
excited about
this event, and
the community
has been
extremely
supportive.'

In Downtown Orlando
at 8 a.m., the comer of
Robinson Street and Eola
Drive will turn into a
dance frenzy and the
American Cancer Society
needs your help. All you
have to do is dance.
Instructors from Fred
Astaire Dance Studio will
be teaching a routine as a
part of the Strides Against
Breast Cancer viral video
to promote breast cancer
- MICHAEL LEHMAN
awareness.
BOBOSART
But this is not your ordinary music video with
dancers; this is a flash mob ble to join in on something
dance video. The choreo- fun, yet dedicated to a
graphed dance begins with great cause.
a few people and as time
"I have participated in
progresses more and more cancer walks before, but
people join in. However, it nothing like this," junior
is designed to look sponta- exceptional student educaneous.
tion major Amy Spears
With the new idea, said. ·~ything that can
Strides Against Breast · help the cause sounds like
Cancer hopes to bring in as a great idea to become a
many newcomers as possb part of because there is

Screenings rise for two cancers
More Americans than ever are being screened for breast cancer and colon cancer. but at least 10,000 people
and possibly far more die in the U.S. each year because they have not been screened for these cancers.

Colon cancer screenings

Breast cancer screenings

Americans age 50-75 who have had colon cancer
screening in the recommended time period

Women age 50-74 who have had marnrnogam
screening in the recommended time period

By state

D 60% or less

Al

Twitter to send out
updates on opportunities
offered by SGA Kilbride
sent out a tweet reminding students they could
pick up a free student
ticket at the SGA Office
for a recent UCF football
game; Lochrane encouraged followers to register
for Zimride, an SGA-supported social networking
service where users can
offer or request carpools
to campus or around
town.
Torpey said slie anticipates account creation
for other members of the
cabinet in the near future.
But she said SG.Ns
social media plans would
not end there.
"SGA is also working
on a social media initiative that will be interactive with students," Torpey said.
This
initiative
involves giving out incentives to followers of

SG.Ns personal Twitter
account (@UCFSGA)
and Facebook page (UCF
Student
Government
Association). Followers
will have a chance to win
prizes offered exclusively
via the social networking
platforms.
"If you follow at least
the SGA account, you'll
be able to win some cool
prizes," Kilbride said
Torpey added that it
will give students a
chance to better understand SGA'.s role ori campus and what they provide to students.
SGA marketing specialist Kristin Harris said
officials are still deciding
what giveaways and
incentives they will offer.
She anticipates an
"initial outreach" using
promotional items to
boost students',participation on the Facebook and
Twitter pages, followed
by periodic contests on
both pages where followers can receive prizes.

o Alaska

By state

D 80°/4 or less

60.1-70%
• More than
70%
By age

• More than
85%
By age

50-59

50-59

~ff-

--,-_,...,......._

a Hawaii

Cl 80.1-85°k

60-69

70-75

By insurance status
Insured
Uninsured

By insurance status

Insured

Uninsured

fj.j:J0.

-

always a positive atmosphere and the results go a
long way."
The street will be
cleared starting from Osce-

"With students always
being a fan of giveaways,
we believe offering these
incentives will persuade
students . to become
involved in our social
media websites, which in
turn will allow them to
have a better understanding of what we at SGA
provide and how they
can get more involved on
campus," she said.
Some of SGA'.s followers have said the marketing move will benefit
SGA and the UCF community.
UCF graduate Edison
Cruz assisted UCF's marketing department with
social media initiatives
while he was working for
Facebook.
He follows SG.Ns
Facebook and Twitter
pages and continues to
support their efforts.
"I think the initiative
SGA has created is great;
and I'm sure a lot of people will benefit from it,"
he said.

70-75

MU,

35.8%

Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

SGA links with students
FROM

D Alaska
Hawaii

-~____,....._

tiilN

I

Graphic: Chicago Tribme

ola Avenue and Lake
Avenue, as hundreds of
volunteers will arrive to .
show their support in the
cause. Participants of all
ages are welcome and
there is no fee to partake in
the event. All you need to
bring is sneakers, water
and something pink to
wear to show your support.
BobosArt, a local allservice art consulting company, has made this project
possible. In producing this
video, they have teamed up
with Strides Against Breast
Cancer, students at Full
Sail University, who will be
directing and editing the
film, and Fred Astaire
Dance Studio, who will be
in charge of the choreography.
"We · are extremely
excited about this event,
and the community has
been extremely supportive," said Michael Lehman,

020IOIICf

ofBobosArt.
for the Oct. 23 Strides
Lehman said many of Against Breast Cancer
the shops on Central Walk.
Boulevard have been very
"Breast cancer is huge,
supportive of the cause. it's a killer, unfortunately,
Publix
has
allowed and we need to stop it,"
BobosArt to place a 6-foot said Lisa Bertin-Qµeena,
3-inch recycled steel sculp- manager of Strides Against
ture of an Amazon woman, Breast Cancer. "People
who represents all strong need to take action now
women in battle, in front of .because the fight is not
the store for people to see. over, but we are so close:'
BobosArt saw the conAccording to Bertinnection their sculpture had Qµeena, Downtown Orlanto women in the fight do hosts the largest Strides
against breast cancer and walk in Florida and raised
decided to make the viral inore than $509,000 last
video to support this cause. year.
The flash mob dance will
If you are interested in
end at the sculpture as getting involved,·you can
many of the volunteers participate in the viral
dance to the Melissa video Sunday. You can also
Etheridge song, "I Run For help by joining a team,
Life," in which her lyrics starting your own, or
encourage the long, but donating at their 5k walk
very winnable, fight Oct.23.
For more information,
against breast cancer.
During the taping of the visit orlandostrides.com or
flash mob dance, there will contact Bertin-Qµeena at
be a registration tent set up 407-581-2503.

University of Central

Florida Area
Ask about our UCF Discounted Rates!

11651 University Boulevard
407-513-9000
ResidencelnnUCF.com

•99 FullyEquipped Suites
•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet
•Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH6:00pm • 7:30pm

•Daily Housekeeping Service
•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt
•High Speed Internet Access
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•
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UCF teachers to teach classes from Africa
FROM A1

Howard first saw the
potential for this technology during a trip to Bemmda in the summer of 2008.
Phil Peters, a film and
digital media professor at
UCF, was on a cave-diving
and conservation trip in
Bermuda with Interactive
Expeditions and learned
that Howard would be con-

ducting research in the
country during the same
period.
Peters invited Howard
to see the work he was
doing with this technology.
"I was totally fascinated
by what they were doing,"
said Howard.
She also said that, as a
cultural anthropologist, the
possibility for her to be
able to have contact with

people in rural locations
and urban locations. at the
same time and to be able to
broadcast the interactions
in real-time would serve as
a great learning tool
Though the original
goal was to do a full-term
trip from Cairo to
Capetown, Janz said the
trip had to be scaled down
due to concerns about the
cost of the trip.

Peters, who has been
responsible for laying the
groundwork for the project, will travel with Janz
and Howard to provide
technical support for the
equipment that will be
used.
A portion of the funds
for this trip will come
from UCF, but most
financial support will
come from corporate
sponsors, like Cobham
Plc, an international company that develops, delivers _and supports aerospace
and
defense
systems.
The other main sponsor is the Florida's High
Tech Corridor Council, a
regional economic development initiative of UCF,
the University of South
Florida and the University of Florida
Peters also serves as
executive director of
Interactive Expeditions, a
research
partnership
between Cobham and
UCF.

It makes excursions
like this one possible,

Peters said of the partnership that developed four
years ago.
Also made possible is
Peters' goal of providing
students that are not able
to travel abroad with an
opportunity to have that
experience in real-time.
"I was working on a
way to create a distance
learning model that
allowed people to go and
be able to go on classes
the best that they possibly can through technology," Peters said..
The work with the
African courses isn't the
first time Peters has
worked with UCF students on experiencing
different countries and
cultures.
In the summer of
2009, Reuben Rogak, a
graduate digital media
student, traveled to India
with Peters as a member
of Interactive Expeditions.
The trip to India was
not part of an actual
course, but Peters and his
assistants did several

broadcasts from that
country that discussed the ethnobotany of t~e .~
region.
Rogak worked as a
cameraman and editor
during the trip.
"I do think it was pretty successful because we
were able to go to very
remote locations and
very different atmospheres and broadcast
live," Rogak said.
Rogak said the ability
to interface with students
and have them ask questions of the professor at
these remote areas went
very well.
The success of that
trip served as a prototype
for developing the plan
for the trip to Africa,
especially in ensuring
that the technology was
fully operational would
allow for professor and
student interactions.
The final broadcast is
scheduled for Dec. 9
from Capetown, according to a draft of the
schedule provided by
Peters.

COURTESYREUBEN ROGAK

UCF film professor Phil Peters and Reuben Rogak, a UCF graduate, traveled to New Delhi, India, in the summer of 2009.
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Program welcomes students of all types
FROM

Al

it and pride, or at least it
once was.
Unlike any other programs at UCF, ChinaVine works together
with three other schools
(University of Oregon,
Shandong University of
Art and Design, and the
Folk Art Institute) in a
collaborative effort to
preserve China's history.
Working from home,
professors and students
work together on editing
and producing videos,
adding personal stories
and relative information
to their website, documenting research and
using photographs to
teach people from the
U.S. about China's culture.
A select few, usually
those who have been
working the longest and
hardest with the program, get to go to different provinces in China
and work hands-on in a
completely new environment.
UCF graduate Tomas
Valladares, who has just
come back from his third
trip as a photographer
and is the official production manager, has
been documenting not
only the folk art, but also
the success of'the trips
and how it's been affect-

ing those involved.
He said the program
not only opened his eyes
but also doors for him as
well.
Valladares, who graduated from UCF in 2008
with a bachelor's in
entertainment marketing, currently attends the
University of Oregon,
where he is pursuing a
master's degree in multimedia management.
While on his second
trip with ChinaVine, he
happened to be working
alongside the dean of the
Arts and Administration
program at Oregon, who
immediately recognized
Valladares' skill and
encouraged him to apply
for the program.
Although late to
apply, Valladares was
still accepted into the
master's program, where
he continues to work
with ChinaVine and
expand his abilities even
more.
He has described his
working through ChinaVine as the reason for
developing the skills that
initially appealed to the
dean.
Through
contact
organization and development, and production
management, Valladares
has become quite the
administrator among his
peers and colleagues in

ChinaVine and is often
contacted by people who
want to learn more or be
involved with the program.
Kristen Congdon, a
professor at UCF who is
the creator of FolkVine
- a folk art continuation
program · iii Florida and one of the initiators
of ChinaVine, has also
just come back from the
trip to China alongside
Valladares.
Congdon
describes the trip as
being a huge breakthrough.
The program has
been considered a great
success not only among
the people involved but
also to other institutions
"1lld schools and China's
government.
Other
universities
and scholars are actively
trying to collaborate
with the ChinaVine program and China's government in an effort to
preserve China's culture.
China's government
has been funding the
program from everything like transportation
and food to living
arrangements.
Congdon said the program takes students
from every discipline.
"People come to me
off the streets from
anthropology,
digital
media, humanities, and

COURTESYLAURIEHICKS

UCF graduate Tomas Valladares shoots some video during his most recent trip to China.

philosophy," she said.
·~yone who is interested
comes and joins the program and can either do.. an

independent study or
direct research with a professor involved with the
project or they can work

part time."
For more information
visit folkvine.ucf.edu or
chinavine.org

Our focus: more coverage
FROM

Al

To the Future, it's key in
making sure that strong
coverage is provided
while helping to support
school spirit and strengthening tradition at UCF.
Homecoming-centric
articles will continue to

run each Thursday, along
with updates, schedules
and things every UCF student should enjoy while
celebrating the 2010-ll
school year. ·
Homecoming 2010 is
being planned and executed by some of UCF's
brightest and will, just as

always, help to kick off a
brand new year at this
ever-growing university.
Beginning in midOctober, all of the events
will do what they've
always done: help to
weave bonding traditions
into the culture of UCF
for the current Knights:

$1 off

8-pk. 12-oz. Coca-Cola product item
Target accepts one manufacturer and
one Target coupon per Item. Void if copied,
scanned, transferred, purchased, sold
or prohibited by law. ltem(s) may not be
available at all stores. No cash value.

®

TARGET.
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UCF Knights vs. Buffalo Bulls preview

SPORTS

·WRAP

CARSON INGLE
Guest columnist

Quarterback
situation all
too familiar for
O'Leary,
Knights fans

COLLEGE

Gator receiver Chris Rainey
charged with stalking
GAINESVILLE - Florida receiver
Chris Rainey was arrested Tuesday and
charged with aggravated stalking, a
third-degree felony, for allegedly
sending a former girlfriend a
threatening text message.
The school did not announce any
disciplinary action against the 5-foot-9
junior, but offensive coordinator Steve
Addazio said, "Chris Rainey is not a part
of our team right now.That's really all I
have to say on that"
Rainey was released from the
Alachua County Jail on his own
recognizance and ordered to have no
contact with the alleged victim.
The alleged victim also was in court
with her mother and sister. The woman
told Judge Denise R. Ferrero she does
not fear Rainey but was concerned
about retribution from the public
following all the media attention.
She also asked for the charges to be
dropped.
.
"I did not want to have him arrested,"
she said. "When the police came, I
signed papers to not press any charges.
Idon't fear for my safety.... People all
over the country have been calling my
cell phone. I'm not afraid of him. I'm
more afraid of all the repercussions."
The Gainesville Sun first reported
Rainey's arrest.
According to Gainesville Police,
Rainey sent the woman he dated on
and offthe last three years atext
message that read, ''Time to die,
{expletive)" after leaving her home.
Officer Jesse Bostick said the woman
fell asleep and missed a call from
Rainey. Rainey then went to her home,
they talked and she told him to leave.
According to Bostick, the woman got
the text a short time later and called
police.
Rainey's attorney, Huntley Johnson,
told The Associated Press that his client
was "overcharged by the arresting
agency."
"My early sense is this will be
something less than athird-degree
felony;' Johnson said. "I think this will
tum out to be what Ithink this is, which
is something minor. Idon't think that
the {state) statute was intended for this
kind of thing:'
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With junior quarterback Rob Calabresel ineffective performance vs. NC State, George O'Leary will choose Friday if Calabrese will remain the starter or
if the job will fall to freshman Jeff Godfrey.Godfrey entered the game last Saturday in the third quarter and ran for two touchdowns.

With Bulls on horizon, QB
controversy engulfs Knights
CARLOS PINEDA
Football beat writer

Saturday's loss to NC State
was a tough pill for the Knights to
swallow.
Now head coach George
O'Leary is left to decide between
starting quarterback junior Rob
Calabrese or freshman Jeff Godfrey Saturday against Buffalo (1-1)
in the Knights (1-1) first road
game.
After Godfrey mounted a
thrilling near-comeback against
the Wolfpack, O'Leary said the
freshman would share first-team
reps with Calabrese all week long
with a decision on starter being
made Friday.
·
"Obviously, if Jeff continues
like he did today in practice, he'll
get the starting nod but that's not
definite," O'Leary said
O'Leary's reservations about
naming Godfrey the starter is
simple: He said there is a difference between coming off the
bench and starting a game.
O'Leary said Godfrey was productive and moved the chains.
The Knights offense struggled
to find a rhythm for most of the
game. It did not help that they

turned the ball over five times
(including the gam~nding fumble at the ll-yard line with less
than a minqte to go) and the
offensive lind- could not contain
the Wolfpack's pressure.
One aspect the offense struggled with was getting the rungame started
. In the season opener, running
back Jonathan Davis rushed for a
career-high 107 yards. Against the
Wolfpack, he totaled 32 yards on
16 carries.
Davis said the performance
last week was frustrating.
''I know my offensive line and
[I are] better than what we
proved in the first three quarters," Davis said following practice Tuesday. "This week, we
have a real big game coming up
against Buffalo. I think you're all
going to see some big things from
the offensive line and myself."
When the Knights faced Buffalo last year, they scored16 unanswered points to win 23-17.
This time around, they will
face a a Bulls team led.by new
head coach )eff Qµinn, who took
the reins of the program from
Turner Gill
The Bulls offensive design is a

NEWS&NOTES
Bulled over

UCF holds a 6-1 record against the Bulls.The
Knights' only loss inthe series came in 2004
{a 48-20 loss) at Buffalo.
Return of J-Rob

Sophomore comerback Josh Robinson will
be ready for Saturday's game. Robinson sat
out against NC State due to a contusion.
The new guy up north

Buffalo head coach Jeff Quinn will be
coaching his fourth ever game. His first came
at the 2010 Sugar Bowl, in which he filled in
as head coach.

no-huddle, spread offense, not
too different from what the
Knights saw against NC State and
what UCF will face against several Conference USA squads.
"We seem to handle (the
spread offense) fairly well,"
O'Leary said "We work against it
a lot in practice. They're a nohuddle team, and we just have to
play the call made and go from
there. There will be problems,
but you have to be able to adjust
on the field"
Through two games, Buffalo
quarterback Jerry Davis has
passed for 465 yards and 4 touchdowns.
The Bulls are coming off a *
6 loss to the Baylor Bears.

From an early age, everyone is
taught the importance of studying
history and not repeating mistakes.
That has always been a way for
teachers to try to gin some interest
in the subject, but it is also true
that the potholes of past failures
can easily trip up a society.
Knights fans and the football
program are hoping head coach
George O'Leary has picked up this
lesson at one point or another.
As the team prepares for Buffalo this weekend and the season
and years beyond, O'Leary is set to
name a starter at quarterback Friday morning. Perhaps the errors in
selecting a signal caller in the past
to lead the Black and Gold can be
righted with the selection of Jeff
Godfrey over Rob Calabrese for
Saturday night.
It is hard to cycle back and
remember a time at UCF when
there was no quarterback controversy. In fact, the past four seasons
have been plagtJed with some
degree of instability at the position. One needs to only dip into
early last season to see the lesson
the past has provided O'Leary.
Last year, Calabrese struggled
to start the UCF offepse in the
opener against Samford - an FCS
team - before Brett Hodg~
relieved him late in the second
quarter and led UCF to a win. The
following week, O'Leary stuck
with Calabrese, and the sophomore's erratic play contnbuted to '
an early l+O hole vs. Southern
Miss.
But Hodges couldn't lead the
team back that day, as the Knights
suffered a crucial conferenc~ loss
that could have been averted A
win, and the momentum gained
from it might have allowed UCF
to play for the Conference USA
Championship at the end of the
season.
Don't make the same mistake
again. This time around, it could
be a lot more devastating to the
program for this year, the next
four years; and into the future.
What is at stake now is far
more than wins and losses, it also
involves the development of the
most talented, exciting and potential-oozing player the Knights have
had since Daunte Culpepper.
PLEASESEE POISED ON A7
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Seminoles still struggling in
the secondary
TALLAHASSEE - Florida State
reaches the quarter turn in its season
Saturday and still doesn't know ifit has
improved a whit in the secondary.
After two games - one against
lower division Samford - the
Seminoles rank 110th nationally in pass
defense.
Apair of sophomores are trying to
hold off the competition at comerback
where Greg Reid is ahead ofjunior
Michael Harris at one side and
sophomore Xavier Rhodes ahead of
freshman Lamarcus Joyner on the
other.
· Sophomores Nick Moody and Jajuan
Harley are battling upperclassmen
Terrance Parks and Ochuko Jenije for
playing time at safety.
While the names on the back of their
jerseys may be mostly new from a year
ago, the lack of results are so far pretty
much the same - only one
interception after two games and
Seminole opponents are completing
almost three-fourths of their passes for
308.5 yards a game.

-ASSOCIATED PRESS

Women fall to FSU; Men blank Blackbirds
Arizona is 2-3-1 and is
The Knights lost some coming off a victory
early season momentum against Tennessee on Sunafter running into the No. day.
Sunday's matchup is
8-ranked soccer juggernaut Florida State Univer- against No. 24-ranked AriZOn:J State. The Sun Devils
sity.
The Knights (4-2-0) are 5-0-1 o°' the season and
had won four straight play Ohio State in their
before the 3-1 loss to the first game of the tournaSeminoles (5-2-0) in Talla- ment two days before taking on the Knights.
hassee on Sunday.
ASU's senior forward
Senior Kim Newsome,
who now has two goals on Karin Volpe was named
the season, scored the PAC-10 Women's Soccer
Player of the Week after
Knights' only goal. ·
The second-half score tying the school record
was set up by senior Bri- with three goals against
anna Schooley with 20 Nebraska on Sunday.
The Knights have
minutes Tf>maining in the
· played their best while at
match.
Although
they've home this season. Being
played competitive in two on the roaq will be a test
matches against ranked for the young squad
The Knights' past two
opponents so far this season, the Knights are win- road games include a 1-0
double-overtime
win
less in both.
On Friday, the Knights Sept. 3 against USF and
face Arizona at 9:30 p.m. the loss in Tallahassee.
as part of the Arizona
- DAVID BUCHMAN
Tournament.

Women's soccer

{ .3___ __i.__}L,...- -- - - - - -- - ~/.::.:1_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Men's soccer
Coming off its Friday
loss to UNC-Wtlmington,
the men's soccer team
rebounded and beat Long
Island 2-0 on Sunday.
Spencer Scott hit the
game-winning shot in the
15th minute.
A.J. Nelson scored the
Knights' second goal, and
his second of the season,
on a header from Conference USA Player of the
Week Nicholas KeownRobson.
Goalkeeper
Shawn
Doyle stopped five shots
in his third shut out of the
season.
The Knights' next
match is Friday against
Massachusetts in Springfield, Mass., at 3:30 p.m.
The team then heads to
West Point, NY., to play
the Army Black Knights at
lp.m.
- STAFF REPORTS
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Senior Kim Newsome scored the Knights' only goal in their 3-1 loss to No. 8ranked Aorida State on Sunday.
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Golf

Arendell starts season with Wolf Run title
Men1sgolf
Coµb.or
Arendell
capped a great offseason
with a first-place title at the
Wolf Run Intercollegiate
on Sunday.
The junior from Cape
Coral shot a 5-under 208 at
WolfRnn GolfClub to earn
bis first collegiate title.
Arendell's
summer
included play in the Round
of 32 at the U.S. Amateur
Championship.
The Knights tied for
second overall with a 9over 293. Illinois, ranked
No. 18 in Golfweek's preseason poll. won the overall title with a 7-over 859.
Arendell's three underpar rounds came en route
to the Knights' first individual winner since April

2009.
Junior Brad Schneider
tied for sixth at 4 over par.
Freshmen Kyle Wilshire,
Greg Eason and Hojin
Kang made their collegiate
debuts at 32nd, 62nd and
66th, respectively.
The Knights will next
head to Newport, RI, Sept
20 for the Adams Cup.
- STAFF REPORJS

Women~golf
The women's golf team
took 11th at the Cougar
Classic in Hanahan, S.C.,
on Tuesday. The Knights
ended the three-day event
with a team total of 903.
UCF shot 303 in the
final round, with sophomore Carolin Pinegger and
freshman Kaitlyn Price

posting I-over 73s.
The Knights opened
the event Sunday with a
team score of 298, putting
them in ninth place. Senior
Katie Detlefsen led the
team with a 2-under 70,
which left at her in second
place overall She birdied
three holes on the front
nine.
Pinegger and Price
ended the first round with
3-over 75s, leaving them in
a tie for 38th place. Sophomore Sunny Harris finished Sunday with a 78 and
sophomore
Valentina
Fontaine recorded an 85.
On
Tuesday,
the
Knights were matched
with Furman. Penn State
and Wtsconsin to conclude the tournament.

They finished tied for 11th
with Maryland
Pinegger finished with a
final round score of 73 and
ended the event with a teamlow score of224.
Price also posted a 73.
Harris finished with a 79 and
Fontaine saved her best
round for last, finishing the
event with a 78.

North Carolina took first
in the 21-team field Ole Miss
and Oklahoma took second
and third, respectively.
The Knights' 11th-place
finish came on the heels of a
fourth-place showing at the
Labor Day Shootout at TPC
Sawgrass in Ponte Vedra
Beach. .
The Knights had six

golfers fmish in the top 20.
Detlefi.en and Harris birdied
the renowned 17th hole, best
know for its island green
The Knights will be back
in action next month when
they head to Highland Park,
Ill, to compete in the Wmdy
City Collegiate on Oct 4.
- NICOLE SAAVEDRA
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Poised Qodfrey ready to lead
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week at least externally is
for CBS College Sports,
gushed about the poise
to keep the upcoming
There is no reason that
exhibited by the freshopponent on theµ- toes,
after Saturday's relief per- man. It sounds like we
and that is a good thing.
formance from Godfrey
know who these men
The fact that both quarthat he should not be
would name their quarterbacks are splitting firsthanded the reins to the
terback, but what will you team reps in practi~e this
carriage, the keys to the
week is alarming, but it
· do, George?
castle.
With all this about
, also might be.a note that ·
Every year, there are
Godfrey, it is important to has been blown out of
bountiful examples of true mention that Calabrese
proportion.
freshmen starting at quar- didn't lose the game SatSooner rather than
terback around the counurday.
· later, the team needs to be
try. Joe Paterno is starting
Certainly, the majority
firmly placed under the ·
true freshman Robert
of bis failings can be
direction of Godfrey so
Bolden this season at
attnbuted to a porous
that he has everything
Penn State.
offensive line, but he also
necessary to succeed. It
Sometimes if you have
did not make the plays to
won't all be up, up, and
what it takes, it doesn't
win. Godfrey did everyaway from here, but after
matter your level of expe- thing and then some to
Saturday, there is no rearience. If arguably the
try and pull a victory out
son to think that Godfrey
greatest coach in college . of bis hat for the Knights.
couldn't at least match the
football history can do it,
In fact, after all that
performance of Calabrese.
then why not here?
happened, there really
Who knows to what
NC State head coach
was no reason not to
heights Jeff Godfrey can
Tom O'Brien called Godname Godfrey the starter
elevate the progi;am, but
frey :a difference maker
for Buffalo right after that
the future with him is
after the game. Former
game, but coaches have
bright All that's left is
Texas Tech head coach
their processes. It is in all
O'Leary to realize for bisMike Leach, who was
likelihood that the confutory to be made, history
doing the game broadcast
sion being put out this
can't be repeat~
FROM

. CO,ME WATCH 1Y.OUR UCF.1 K'NtGHTS :
:1TAKE ON THE BU.FFALO BULLS THIS :
rSATURDAY AT 7PM
:
Game Day Specials
(during all College and NFL games)

Home of the 60oz. Moat Draft Bucket-$7.99
$3 24oz. Domestic Drafts
$3.50 Loaded Coronas and Jack·&Coke
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL Smm.100
(UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER)

(407) 542 4983
WWvr{-THEMOATSPORTSGRILLE-COM
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MARLEY HUGHES
Columnist

Students:
beware of high
interest rates,
fees on your
credit cards

Or ando parkour club makes leaps
bounds to be UCF-afftliated
CAMILLE THOMAS
Staff Writer

said. "There's no class,
because we're all awkward
ban~:~~ar~~~
like horseplay, but the mem- in movement."
Zoic Nation, the club's
bers of Zoic Nation are vf ry
serious about their fun.
affiliate, operates out ofLake
"It's this weird freedoip-," Mary All Stars gym in Longsaid Andy Taylor, founder of wood, but the parkour club
Zoic Nation. ''You're in a at UCF will be localized to
zen-like mindstate whfre the UCF area. Stowell said.
Zoic Nation is in the
you have complet~ contfrol
over your body. You're mfer- process of upd;iting and is
coming fear and le~g waiting for an adviser who
discipline through~" will be leading the club at
Organizers
of _ Zpic UCF, Stowell said.
Once the club is estabNation, an Orlando-ba~ed
parkour organization,le lished, students can look
looking to reinstate
e into teacher certification for
those who want to get more
parkour club at UCF.
Parkour is ilon-com ti- involved and be able to
tive athletics that involtes teach the basics to others.
Also, there will be a stunt
running, flipping and
ing to get from point to team for those who become
point B. Another form of more advanced and want to
parkour is· free runnip.g, turn their hobby into more
which is more expre~sssivei of a career.
"I .heard about it from
said Mark Stowell, j or
some people in capoeira."
~ and public r lations maj~ .
said Natalie Weinstein, junBy reinstating the clµb, ior economics major and
Zoic Nation members will vice president of UCF
educate students about Cap<>eira. "I used to be a
parkour and provide easier gymnast and I wanted to get
acce~ to practice, Stowell back into tumbling."
said.
. '
Weinstein is involved
"[Parkour) is a way ,Or,.. ~Team Zoic and plans to
c<flege students to ~ in ~ I member of the parkour
shap_e and .get super awk~ free; running club at UCF.
The club said it is looking
warif people together with
'populaJ' peoplet Taylor to gain more women, specif-

O:~~

jlp-

PABKOYR
Re(:reatlonal run~witll cieative, individual expression through acrobatic

rp,oves llktfeaP.ing from waf arpevergaps,ground rolls and precision jumping?
Instead of run~ng laps arolJlld the community park, you'cf navigate through the
· , maki~ the urban landscape your pl!f50l'lal obstacle course, aplayground fur
,frttdom,.courage and discipline.

Ben WKks,abo\'e, jllllpS offof autility box
in Orlando,while AndyTaylor performs
Parkoll' moves on campus at UCF.

ically, as well as anyone
interested.
''Women believe that it's
impossible for them to do
[parkour], but I truly believe
that this is for everyone,''
Taylor said.
Stowell said the group
has included a variety of
people, from 4-year-olds to
57-year-old men; although,
people typically have a martial arts background, he said.
Zoic Nation eventually
wants to get its own place to
hold practices. UCF won't
be the organization's main
location, but it will be a start,
Stowell said.
Taylor said Zoic Nation
plans to branch out to other
schools, like Rollins and
Valencia, as well in the
future.
Zoic Nation will be holding a Halloween event with
a DJ, lights, a parkhour maze,
a costume contest and food.
For more information,
check out their website

www.zoicnation.com
their Facebook page.

or

I hate to say it, but Washington,
D.C., has a pretty terrible record of
helping the little guy, even when
they try the hardest.
It seems like a never-ending saga
Our .representatives have lengthy
monthlong arguments about the
exact details of any bill in consideration, and then sometimes they give
us Americans a piece of garbage bill
we're supposed to be happy about
A perfect case and point is the
Credit Act of 2009.
The idea behind the Credit Act
was good in nature, but like most
government ideas, the people the
government was trying to protect
actually got hurt.
Washington was trying to regulate credit card companies that were
sudderily raising interest rates on
their most risky customers.
Those same companies were
also swindling their customers by
putting shady rules into the often
overlooked contracts . that it had
each ofits applicants sign.
However, since the inception of
the Credit Card Accountability and
Responsibility and Disclosure Act of
2009, we have only seen interest
rates on credit cards go higher; completely the opposite of what Washington's original intention was.- ·
Since the passage of the Credit
Act, Americans have seen the
spread between the prime rate and
their credit card interest rates climb
to new 22-year highs: 11.45 percent
Ouch.
On average, Americans are now
paying 14.7 percent on their consumer credit cards, a rate which is
only expected to grow in the future.
Business leaders tend to be much
smarter than their Washington
counterparts when it comes to looking out for their constituents.
The original intent of the Credit
Act was to give card issuers less flexibility to raise interest rates in a snap
of the finger.
Those who were hit with the
stark increasing rates were almost
always people who were missing
payments.
Nowadays, credit card. companies are just giving new card applicant's higher starting rates and not
worrying about the potential default
of individuals, as the default risk is
already figured into the higher initial
rates.
Overall, everyone is paying for
the mismanagement of a select few
due to the passage of the 2009 Act
As we experience one of the
greatest credit freezes ever seen,
credit card companies are now earning more profit and taking fewer
risks thanks to Washington's
attempt at helping the little guy.
I have always been convinced
that businesses employ some of the
brightest individuals on Earth, not
Washington, and laws like this give
me confidence in my thinking.
I don't blame them either. Why
make $140,000 a year working for
Washington when you could be
making millions upon millions
working as an executive for a big
firm.
The intelligent characters at
these credit card companies are now
not only penalizing every American
who has a line of credit card by hitting them with much higher initial
rates, but those companies are also
now becoming much more innovative as Washington puts small obstacles like the Credit Act in their way.
Spurring credit card innovation
has almost never resulted as a benefit for normal Americans.
Companies like Citi and J.P Morgan have realized that the rules in
the Credit Act don't apply to ''professional" credit cards that are normally intended for small business
owners.
PLEASESEE
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Ravenous Pig's local fare appetizing
DANIEL RALLEO
Contributing Writer

The Ravenous Pig,
located in Wmter Park, is
described by executive
chefs/owners James and
Julie Petrakis (of Greens &
Grille) as an ''.American
Gastropub." The term gastropub, having British
roots, is a bar that serves
more than the typical pub
fare.
To preface the review,
here's a tip: call ahead.
Reservations are recommended during the peak
hours of service, 6:30 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m More importantly, it is best to confirm
their hours of operation, as
they change frequently.
Adorned with vintage
crystal chandeliers, bronze
ceiling tiles, and exposed
red brick walls, the decor is
casually chic. Simultaneously, the ambiance maintains a down-home southern appeal with the sounds
of Deep South blues music
playing in the background
TRP is divided into
three distinct areas: the bar
area, a central dining room
and an adjunct room overlooking the open kitchen
The menu is divided
into five sections: pub fare,
salads, starters, housemade pastas and entrees.
To begin, we ordered

Sitting on a homemade
off the pub fare menu ~d
sampled the Gruyere Bis- brioche bun, 6 oz. of
cuits ($4). Modest in size, Creekstone Farm Black
they are served warm with Angus beef is topped with
robust buttermilk bleu
smoked sea salt butter.
In addition, we adven- cheese and caramelized
turously opted for the Vidalia onions. It is generFlorida Frog Legs ($13), ously garnished with crisp
which mimicked a Buffalo Boston bib lettuce, mariwings appetizer served nated sun-dried tomatoes
with pickled green pep- and thickly sliced pickles.
pers and celery.
If bleu cheese is too
For dipping sauces, pungent for your palate,
they provided a tangy hot servers will offer a substisauce and a cool bleu tution of cheddar or Swiss.
cheese aioli
.The burger is served with
The texture mimics a tall pint glass of shoepoultry, while the taste string potatoes tossed in
resembles a combination "VVhite truffie oil and salt or
of dark meat chicken and a mixed green salad
seafood
For a place called The
One of the most popu- Ravenous Pig, I was surlar appetizers is a trio of prjsed at the limited numLobster-Tacos ($13). Three ber of pork dishes. There
tacos contain succulent was, however, the Pork
puffs of flash-fried lobster Belly Reuben Sandwich
are topped with a cabbage ($11), which was topped
slaw, cilantro, jalapeiio and wi~ aged Swiss cheese,
sauerkraut,
creamy avocado.
thousandThe herbaceous taste of island dressing and toasted
the cilantro wasn't over- pumpernickel
powering but a nice comIn addition, TRP offers
plement to the rich lobster a monthly pig roast. For
chunks combined with the $20, you can witness the
crunchy slaw.
roasting, receive a heaping
The menu changes fre- plate qf fresh pork, side
quently, sometimes daily, dishes ~d one pint of one
and is driven by the sea- oftheir fme microbrews or
son, product availability soda ($15 a plate with
and chef inspiration
soda). \
But there's one thing
The service at the bar
that always stays: The Pub was fantr5tic. The barBurger ($12).
tender as affable and

genuine yet maintained a spot. With an extensive wine
professionally poised atti- list (by the glass and bottle)
tude. Tableside service could and a wide array of microuse some polishing.
brews (pints/$6, small/$3),
Our server was borderline
I would recommend stopcondescending in response ping by for appetizers and
to our menu inquiries but drinks, as the 'dinner entrees
was sufficiently attentive to · are on the pricier side ($2+
our needs. Management was $29). With practically everyvisible and constantly con- thingmade in-house and purchased locally, a strong
ducting quality checks.
Overall, the hwnble por- commitment to quality is evitions make it the ideal lunch dent and well-executed

A9

1234 N.Orange Ave.

Winter Park 32789-4910
40Hi28-2333

Lunch: Tuesday-Saturday
11:30a.m.-2p.m.

Dinner. Tuesday-Thursday
5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Friday-Saturday
5:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Price range:$$
$: Less than $15
$$:$16-$30
$$$:$30-$39
$$$$: More than $40
Overall:4outof5
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Goverrunent failing card holders
A8

you are an actual business
owner.
Incidentally, companies
According to the credit
like Citi sent out 256 per- card executive's, they have
cent more applications in "simplified" their applicathe first quarter of 2010 for tion process. Beware of
the professional cards than these professional cards,
they sent out before the even if you have ''business
passage of the Credit Act.
expertise."
Now professional card
Washington gets an A
applications only ask you for effort, but unfortunately ·
to check that you are "a we Americans who rely on
business professional with lines of personal credit are
:i,usiness expertise," not if· bearing the brunt of WashFROM

ington's faileli attempt.
Hold on t6 your wallets,
folks, because credit card
companies ~ now working even harder to trick us
into paying \outrageous
interest rates and fees due
to the Credit Act.
Sometimes \ governments do their best 'work
by not doing anything at all
And they think that they
have the solutions to solve
our unemploymerlt crisis.
\
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Crist reaches
out too late
W

.
(

bile it is nice to see
the current governor of Florida
·r elease a statement endorsing gay rights, we are disappointed this did not come
earlier in Charlie Crist's
career.
The .Raw Story released an
article online Sunday covering the endorsement they
assume is coming any
minute now due to a position
paper provided to them in
advance.
Crist, who was elected as
a Republican. left his party
after realizing he wouldn't
win its nomination for Senate. He is now running as an
independent candidate and
changing his stance on many
controversial issues.
While we understand it is.
possible for people to change
their minds or come to a
realization later in life, we
find it hard to believe this is
what happened with Crist.
He had plenty of opportunities to support gay rights
throughout his political
career. Waiting till now reeks
of a man's desperate attempt
at securing votes from
whomever he can.
Politicians are the focus of
countless hours of attention
from the press. Why didn't

he address some of these
issues early on since Crist
was in the perfect position to
doso?
In comparison with other
politicians, he had more
opportunities to do address
gay rights.
In 2009 the HBO documentary Outrage addresses
the controversies surrounding Crist's sexuality.
The movie's stance was
clear: Crist is a closeted
homosexual politician. The
film featured two anonymous men who claimed to
have had sex with the governor in addition to a former
girlfriend who was quoted
saying "call me in 10 years,
and I'll tell you a story."
With so much controversy surrounding his own sexuality, Crist had numerous
opportunities to support gay
rights, regardless of his own
preference.
We should note that we
don't really care what Crist's
sexuality is and are just disappointed that after many
years of governor, he is only
now supporting the important rights of these individuals.
Despite our disdain for
the governor supporting gay
rights at the end of his politi-

cal career, we should at least
address what he is now
choosing to support.
The document given to
The .Raw Story covers Crist's
support for gay couples
receiving the same rights as
straight couples regarding
hospital visitation, inheritance and adoption rights.
According to the leaked
paper, Crist also supports
removal of the ban on gays
serving in the military, support for antidiscrimination
laws and allocations for HIV
and AIDS programs.
The report does not
revise Crist's position on
same-sex marriage, which he
opposes, but it does include
verbiage endorsing civil
unions.
Gay activists will probably be excited about Crist's
endorsement of rights for
same-sex couples, which
they have every right to be
since he is the first sitting
governor to support such
things. We hope no one forgets, though, that this is just
one small step in the direction of equal rights for gays.
Hopefully the politicians
to follow in Crist's footsteps
will take similar stances earlier on in their political
careers.
/
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adults would risk a night of
uninterrupted sleep.
People with children have
a higher chance of sleeping
with their cell phones.
According to the study, 72 percent of parents have slept with
their phone compared with
the 62 percent of non-parents
who slept with their phone.
Children can cause anxiety,
especially when they don't
come home before curfew; so
it makes sense that parents
would keep the lifeline close
when their kids are involved.
Still, 72 percent seems high.
The reasoning, according
to the study, for the codependent nature exlubited
throughout the report is safety.
Nmety-one percent of cell
phone owners said their
phones make them feel safei:
We wonder what this feeling of safety costs sleepers,
though. Spam e-mails and
texts increase every day, as do
the chances ofyou being
woken up in the middle of the
night, which is when a lot of
spam messages are sent.
In addition to feeling safer,
people usually appreciate
their phones more if they
sleep with them .

Nmety-four percent of people who sleep with their
phones appreciate the way the
device helps them make plans,
opposed to the 78 percent
who do not sleep with their
phones.
We imagine this does wonders for the sales of cell
phones, because people are
more likely to buy something
they like than something they
detest. But appreciating yout
phone doesrrt seem like it
does you much good
In fact, people who sleep ·
with their phones are just as
likely to get irritated with it as
the people who dorrt sleep
near their handset, according
to the report. Sleep with the
phone and you'll appreciate it
more, but you'll get just as
annoyed with it as the person
who keeps it out of the bed.
Your age demographic 18- to 2~-year-olds - has the
highest percentage of adults
sleeping with their cell phones
at 90 percent. If you cant feel
safe unless your cell is snuggled up beside you, we under-

e knew soI!le people
were entenng an
addictive state with
their cell phones. The signs
are everywhere: students texting throughout classes, new
phones coming out every
month and the fall of actual
phones in the home.
We didn't know how bad
the problem is, though.
Earlier this month the Pew
Internet & American Llfe Project released a report detailing
the addiction people have
with their cell phones. Probably the most shocking snippet
of the study is the m.1ml;,er of
people who admitted that
they have slept with their cell
phone, which was 65 percent
of adults according to the
study.
Thereportdoesrrtsayhow
many times people have had
cell phones accompany them
to bed, but 65 percent still
seems high, even if every case
were a one-time situation
What could be so important that this many people
need to sleep with their cell
phone?
Outside of a death in the
family or another extreme
emergency, we dorrt see why
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During flu season,

take health seriously
No, it's a colorful blend of
flavor and healthy goodness. The brand contains
flavors like dragonfruit,
acai-blueberry-pomegranate, tropical citrus,
and raspberry-apple.
Each flavor focuses on
a different combination
of vitamins and nutrients
JORDAN SWANSON depending on the conGuest Columnist
sumer's wants and needs.
in
Dragonfruit Power-C,
For those who would
for example, is comprised of an
like to try to prevent themselves
abundant source of vitamins C, B3,
from coming down with the flu this
BS, B6, B-12, taurine, zinc, chromium
fall season, keep these few simple
and electrolytes. It's proven to help
tips in mind
support your immune system by
Wash your hands correctly. You
know, use warm water and anti-bac- providing 120 percent of your daily
value of vitamin C per serving. It's a
terial soap every time. And wash
wonder how something so healthy
them often
can taste so good.
I know it seems obvious, but
Eat foods that will boost your
because washing your hands is
immunity to the flu.
important and key to avoid bacteria
Immunity is the key to preventbuild-up, it is necessary to repeat it
ing all illnesses. The stronger it is
time and time again Your hands
harbor all kinds of germs accumulat- the less likely you are to fall ill
When people either don't enjoy tak. ed from touching door handles and
classroom desks throughout the day. ing daily vitamin supplements like
· - it is_,..,ciucial tb keep them clean to
Centrum or cant remember to do
· avoid spreading illnesses and infect- so, it all comes down to what you
ing others.
eat.
One of the most convenient ways
Some foods that aid in building a
of doing this is to keep a travel-size
strong immune system and defend
your body against infection are
bottle of hand sanitizer in your
yogurt, broccoli, garlic, raw honey,
purse or back pack for quick and
and seafood and lean meats.
easy access.
Also, keep your hands away from
Adding some of these choice
foods to your daily diet will help
your face.
strengthen your immune system and
According to a study at the Unican actually help prevent you from
versity of Colorado, researchers
found that a typical hand has rough- getting the flu.
ly 150 different species of bacteria
Start practicing these simple tips
now before it's too late.
living on it. Think about that next
You'll have confidence in knowtime you go to bite your fingernails
ing you most likely won't catch what
or rub your eyes.
Ever tried Vitamin Water? If not,
that student sitting next to you in
your class who has been coughing
please do.
for the last week has.
It's not your average beverage.
Notice anything in particular lately about some
of the students walking
around campus or sitting
in your class?
Do watery eyes, sniftling noses, constant
coughs and sneezes and
wads of tissues sticking
out of pockets ring a bell?
Apparently being ill is

MAN·ON THE STREET
THE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'How much do you rely
on your parentsr

stand
Otherwise, use the bed for
what it was_m ade for: sleeping.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

their bike and each owner needs to be contacted when a tag is placed on their bike.
That way, it's up to the owner to give their
contact info to UCF PD.
They shouldn't just assume that because
Those rent-a-cop idiots took my bike.
you didn't see the tag in five days, that you
Not everyone checks on their bike within
must have abandoned your bike. We're talkfive days. I ride with a group every two
weeks at Disney and came down to fmd my ing about student property here. Some of
those bikes art: a student's only means of
bike gone. It was not deteriorated, abantransportation while in college.
doned, or illegally parked They probably
To the author of this article, is there any
just wanted a quick buck.
way a story can be written about the
I also know it wasn't stolen because I
process of taking these bikes and how
wasn't the only one who had their bike
unrightfully taken from them I was at one unfair it may or may not be to students?
I bet you'd fmd a good chunk of folks
of the auctions a few years ago and half the
who have been unrightfully slighted by the
kids there were "buying back" their own
UCF Puh-lease Department.
bikes.
·
There needs to be a system in place
- ANONYMOUS
where every bike owner has to register

UCF PD bike auction
shifts to online site

NATE BEELER / THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

EMELIEN KELLY

SHANNON PENNINGTON

CRUZ CLARK

Freshman

Intl & global studies, junior

Health science pre clinical, junior

"Basically for everything. I'm
an international student, so I
rely on them for everything.
For paying the school, paying
the rent, everything."

"Financially, I probably rely on
them more than average just
because when I'm going to
school, I'mliving at home so I
don't have to pay rent so I can
pay for school so I can finish
without student loans."

"Forty percent. I can do the
majority of the stuff but slightly by myself.Payment as far as
phone bills, tuition and car
payments."

•
•
•
MICHAEL BURZYNSKI

SEYE OLADINNI

JESSICA MAZZA

Political science, sophomore

Micro & molecular biology, senior

Hospitality, freshman

"As far as finances go, college
payments, gasoline and housing. With college students even
with the independence that
we do get, it's sometimes not
complete freedom."

"I try not to rely on them too
much just because then they
have too much control over
you and where the money is
going and what the money is
doing."

,![

"Alot. They pay for most of my
stuff, and I live at home still."

•(

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 am.-5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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C
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BURIED IN CREDIT
CARD DEBT?
RATED "A" WITH THE BBB! Loweryourpaymentsl stop

LM-g Room Set
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the d igits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Plano pro
6 F,zzydrink
10 Kellogg School

1

2

3

13

13 ~ ray absorber
14 x and y, perhaps
15 Blackbeny ily, e.g.
17 ·Powerful punch

19 "Still Life With
Old Shoe· artist
20 Toge1her, in music

l...
3 .....,.....,.....,.....,_

21 Ham

rs~e~~~f
end Is positioned,

.,

in foo1ball lingo

29 Polar buildup
31 Extremists

- -~~
~-;;:
· ~.;;S~

Oscar winner
41 Mined matter
42 Sitrom pal of Fred
44 Shades that fade
infall
45 Bond trader's
~hrase
:~ Ad~~'/tetely
concerns
50 ' Shot pioneered
~:'lierlain
53 Kntte of yore
54Like"ASAP"
memos
55 Beer-making aid
57 Kerouac's
Paradise et al.
58 Places where
you can watch
(and whose end
can follow the
ends of) the
answers to
starred clues
·

aty 25oo"es, ~WlWS,

Rate A

32 West pointers,
sometimes?
33 Sulky state
34 See 59-Down
37 It prints many
scheds.
38 "Spartacus"

We Can Save YOU THOUSANDS of Dollars & Help YOU Ellmlna~ YOUR

(ln'.l)001-7746 Ext300'J

First issue:
Each addl issue:

8

Mai I m:ga 1,s, Breast CaJ:)81' hb

(877)888-1415, X 2539.

u

u .

AIRLINES ARE HIRlr-.G-Tllin
ttj1 payrgAwmi Mai1tena"ce
Caeer. FAA~ IJl)!Jml. mroal ail~ ~-1-busrg
~.CALLAwm,lnstit!Je
c t ~ (866).3143769

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $100) GROCERY
COUPON UNITID BREAST

wwwl.ix:f.m FREETCM'rQ, Tax

Preg,irt? Consdefi"g crlµion?

lr;'~f.l Part-Time

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

~ ~~~~an,ri' ii"
66 Bother

persisten11y

67 Curly shape
68 "Forget about it"
69 Like an evening
in a Frost title

DQWN
1 Rocky hill
2 W eapon
designer _ Gal

By Davlcl J. Kahn

3 Nutmeg-topped
drink
4 Add pizazz to
5 Like many a
volunteer: Abbr.
6 Wedge-shaped
mark
7 Kitchen gadgets
brand
B Haitian seaport
_ Cayes
9 Be convinced
about
1o Cocktails similar
to a Buck's Fizz

11 ·201 o St.

Andrews
competition
12 Made public
16 Peeved
18 Where some
signs change

~ ~ e'.:11VIP0 lly
1

trJ;;:.

24 Sympsathetic
won.ts
25 "Wimbledon
event
'Z7 Meet
unexpectedly
28 Actor Ken and
others
30 Barry Bonds's
alma mater,
briefly
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Last issue solved
33 Fab Four merrber

51 Really 16-Down

35 Wax eloquent
36 As such
39 Gets going
40 Batman before
George
43 Consumes
46 Treaty subject
48 Reliever's spo~
for short
49 Needing a 1•
Across
50 Hoo-ha

52 Ben player on
"Bonanza"
56 Payroll fills.
59 Wrth 34-Across,
country club
feature
60 Rider of Dinny
the dinosaur
61 In days past
62 Untrained
63 Place to serve
slop

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

On the end,
ifs all about the baby.

STOP LEG CRAMPS
BEFORE THEY STOP YOU.
Calcet~is designed to help stop low calcium leg
cramps.Just ask your pharmacist.

Newspaper is a tried and tested advertisement tool to bring new
customers to your doorstep and bring return clients back. The
Central Florida Future uses diverse editorial to appeal to all
demographics but especially the most important, 18-35
years of age.

ii

•
•
•

With over 50,000 students, 8,000 staff members, and
countless visitors everyday, The Central Florida Future·is
your ticket to success in advertising with competetive
1 pricing and friendly staff. ·we will meet
t with you one-on-on, and can even create
. -your advertisement from the ground up!
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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